
Ball-bearing
supported wheels

Double ball bearing  
supported slim wheels

Steel housing with
side protection

Grass collection
bag 75 l with  
fill level indicator

Height adjustment         

Laterally adjustable 
handlebar

Single-wheel
height  
adjustment

Solide steelframe  
construction protects  
the engine

NEW: Variomatic- 
speed adjuster

Vibration protect, reduces 
hand-arm-vibrations

Lever for blade clutch 
and parking brake

Easy emptying  
grass bag thanks 
to mono-bar

Easy-to-mount mulch kit as  
standard equipment.  
Mow with collection sack,  
rear discharge or mulch.

2 1

3    1in
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TOP Technical specifications on rear

VARIOMATIC 
Maintenance-free speed control mechanism directly at 
the handlebar without any need to stop.

EFFICIENT VIBRATION DAMPING 
VibrationProtect: The V-shaped handlebar is mounted  
on a rubber support to reduce hand-arm vibrations to  
a minimum.

PERFECT BALANCE 
Sophisticated stability and weight distribution for 
ergonomic handling and fatigue-free operation.

SIMPLE MANOEUVRING 

Stable front wheels mounted with ball bearings combi- 
ned with rear-wheel drive guarantee energy-saving  
manoeuvrability.

WEAR-RESISTANT BLADE CLUTCH 

The blade can be stopped with the engine still running  
and does not have to be restarted each time you empty  
the collection bag.

AS 531 4T MK 
PROFESSIONAL LAWN MOWER

Home lawns

Uneven terrain

Professional

FOR USE IN

Recommended retail price inc. VAT.

ALL TERRAIN MOWERS
MADE IN GERMANY
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AS 531 4T MK TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

UNCOMPROMISING PERFORMANCE
AS 531 4T MK PROFESSIONAL LAWN MOWER

Cutting width: 53 cm

Engine:
Honda 4-stroke engine, GSV 190,  

187 ccm

Rated power: 3.1 kW (4.3 HP) at 2,800 rpm

Maximum engine power: 4.1 kW (5.5 HP) at 3,600 rpm

Wheel drive speed: Variomatic 3.0 - 4.5 km/h

Special characteristics: 3in1 function, blade clutch, Variomatic

Accessories: Operating hour meters, tilt meter

Cutting height adjustment: Wheel-specific 30 - 80 mm, 6 levels

Max. work rate m2/h: 2,300

Weight:  

Operating dimensions:

51 kg 

L 164 cm, W 52 cm, H 99 cm
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